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Quiz: Can a Social Bot Fool you?

Question 1

Are Social Bots cute little robots?

A: YES!
B: NO!

Question 1

Are Social Bots cute little robots?
B: NO!
… Don´t fall for the misleading name. As some of
you might have noticed, Social Bots are neither
real robots nor real people. Social Bots are
programs that pretend to be real, human users.

Question 2

Can you remember what different purposes a
Social Bot has?
A: A Social Bot is a program that can help people to be a more
social person on the internet.
B: A social bot can be programmed to scan the internet or
platform for certain keyword and to react on them in a certain
way (for example: liking, sharing, replying to posts).
C: I do not remember.

Question 2

Can you remember what different purposes a
Social Bot has?
B!
Did you remember?
A social bot can be programmed to scan the internet or
platform for certain keyword and to react on them in a
certain way. A Social Bot could, for example, be
programed to like all content related to cute animal
photos. But another social bot could be programed to
leave only angry emojis on posts on animal photos.

Question 3

What is an Overloading Bot?
A: A big robot.
B: A Social Bot that is literally flooding online conversations with
one specific topic to have a huge communication output.
C: A Social Bot that is using a lot of Hashtags (#) to create a
tending topic.

Question 3

What is an Overloading Bot?
B!
Again it is B: A Social Bot that is literally flooding
online conversations with one specific topic to
have a huge communication output – and to
“Overload the conversation with only one topic”.

Question 4

What is a Trendsetter Bot?
A: A "bot army" that use the same hashtag (#) over and over
again to create the impression that one topic is especially
important.
B: A Social Bot that is presenting the latest contemporary
fashion styles to you to keep you updated.
C: A stylish Social Bot.

Question 4

What is a Trendsetter Bot?
A!
Of course, a Trendsetter Bot does not have anything to do with
fashion. A trendsetter Bot is a programed "bot army" that uses
the same hashtag (#) over and over again to create the
impression that one topic is especially important.

Question 5

What is the intent of a Troll?
A: To distract individual users, so that real users spend
as much time as possible with meaningless discussions
on the internet.

B: Intervening in discussions in an inappropriate,
extreme of insulting way.
C: To raise awareness on goblins.

Question 5

What is the intent of a Troll?
(Two right Answers!)
A and B!
That was a tricky one!
The sort of social bots that could cause the most harm are Trolls. They
distract you with the intend of you spending as much time as possible
with meaningless discussions.
A Troll usually intervenes in conversations in an inappropriate, extreme
or even insulting way. Those who do not realize that they are actually
talking to a bot can spend hours discussing with a social bot troll.

Question 6

Well done so far! Last Question…

If you ever have the feeling that you are
having an online conversation with a Social
Bot. What would you do?

A: I stop arguing and move on.
B: I ask my parents/teachers/ friends on on their opinion on this particular conversation.
C: I keep arguing! I really want the Social Bot to understand my point.

Question 6

A and B!
Of course it is tempting to keep arguing. BUT a Social Bot is a program with endless
“power”.
The Bot is programed to going on and on and on without any learning effects.
You could keep on arguing for minutes, hours and days without the Bot recognizing that
you are right. Unfortunately, you will not win the discussion. So stop arguing and move on
or ask your parents, teachers or your friends on their perception on the conversation, but
safe your own energy and time and do not react any more on the Bots´ posts!

